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It is shown that if A is a p x q x r matrix such that each of the horizontal plane sections of A 
has full term rank, then the plane term rank of A is greater than m -+/% whepe m = 
min {p, q, I}, In particular, if A is a three dimensional line stochastic matrix of order n, C :en the 
plane term rank of A is greater than n -&. 
1. 
It is shown in [l] that the plane term rank of line stochastic matrices of order n 
is at least 4n. In [2], lower bounds are given for the plane term rank of three 
dimensional (0,l) matrices in which each of the horizontal plane sections has 
constant row and column sums (which may vary with the horizontal plane). 
Woolbright [3] proved that every Latin square of order n has a partial transversal 
of length n - &. Three dimensional line stochastic matrices, matrices dealt with in 
[2], and three dimensional line permutation matrices (these are the ones that 
correspond to Latin squares) all share the property that each of their hori:tontal 
plane sections has full term rank (i.e. the term rank equals the number of rows or 
columns). 
In the present 
horizontal plane 
plane term rank 
2. 
paper, using Woolbright’s method, we prove that if each of the 
sections of the p x 4 x r matrix A has full term rank, then the 
of A is greater than m - fi, where m = min {p, 4, r}. 
Throughout this paper J,, denotes the set of natural numbers not exceeding nt, 
and Sn is the symmetric group on J,. Let A = [a&J be a p x 4 x r three dimen- 
sional real matrix. The kth horizontal plane section of A is the two dimensional 
(planar) matrix which results when k is held fixed in [a&J. The pattern P(A) of A 
is the set of all points (i, j, k) such that @jk # 0. We say that the points (i, j, k) and 
(u, 21, w) are in the same plane if they agree in at least one of their components. If 
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JP X .J X J,, then T is a partial transrveirsal of P provided that no two points 
of T are on the same plane. If IT/ = I we say that T is of length I, The plane term 
rank of A is p if the pattern of A has a partial transversal of length p but none of 
lengthl p+ 1. If the matrix L : J,, x J,, +J, is a Latin square we can define the three 
dimensional line permutation matrix A as follows. 
i 
1 
airk = 
if &, = k, 
0 if I,, # k, 
Then the partial transversals of P(A) correspond to the partial transversals of L 
in a natural way. The plane term rank of A is p if and only if p is the maximal 
length of the partial transversals of L. Let P G Jp x J, x J,. We say that the p x 4 
matrix C is the planar representation f P if 
cl, = (k : (i, j, k)E P}. 
We denote the planar representation f P by R(P). Let Ur JP x .J. We say that k 
appears at (i, j) on U in R(P) if (i, j) E U and (i, j, k) E P. If P C_ Jp x Jq x .T,, r E Sp, 
and Q E Sq9 we define 
nP = {(n(i), j, k) : (i, j, k) E P} 
and 
Pa = {(i, a(j), k) : (i, j, k) E P}. 
We remark that if K G Jp n Jq n J,, n(i) = a(i) E K for all i E K, and T = 
((i, i, i) : I E K), then ?rTa z= T. Furthermore, if KP C_ JP, Kq G Jq, w(i) = i, and cr( j) = 
j for ie K,,, jEKq, ;:hen R(P) and R(wPo) agree on KP X Kq. Suppose 
(planar) reak matrix. The columns cl, c2, . . . , ck are said to cover M, if 
zeros outside these columns. 
that M is a 
M has only 
3. 
rp 
. .rC rnllowing lemma states a very simple but useful fact. 
Lemma ‘L If M is a p x 4 real matrix of term rark p, then every submatrix formed 
from the rows of M has full term rank. 
Our next lemma will in essence prove the main result. 
Lemma 2. fit A be a p x 4 x r nonnegative matzix of plane term rank p such that 
aiii # 0 for 1 G i s p, p g 4, 1 s p C min {p, r), and the term rank of each horizontal 
plane section of A is p. Let 1 s n s r - p. Let (so-?e Fig. 1) 
v,=(J~-J,)x(Jq-J,,, 
v, = (Jk(p-p)- &k-I)@-p))’ tJq +>, 
ok = t&k-I,@-p)U (J, -J,>) ’ tJk(p-p) -&k- l)(p-p)) 
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for k = I, 2, . . . , n. Let P = P(A). 
Then n(p - p) G p, and there exist w E Sp and (I E S, such that Ce following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) (i, i, i) E VPCF for i = 1,2, . . . , p. 
(ii) If 1 G k G n, then p + k appears on et~-y cd!umn of Qk in the planar 
representation of ~Pu. 
(iii) If 0~ k G n, and I > p + k, then I does not appear on V, in the planar 
representation of ~Pcr. 
Proof. Let T = N&l, 0, (2,2,2), l 9 l 9 (p, p, p)}. Then T is a partial transversal of 
maximal ength. If 2 > p, then I cannot appear on UO in R(P) for this would 
contradict he maximality of T. Let us consider the (p + 1)st horizontal plane 
section of A. Let H be the matrix made up by the last p-p rows of this section. H 
has zeros in its last q-p cokmns, so N is covered by its first p columns. Thus 
p-psp by Lemma 1. We can choose l<I,<j,<* l l <&,_#p such that H has a 
nonzero entry in its j,,th column for v = 1,2, . . . g p - p Let ~~ E Sp and al E Sq be 
such that 
w&)= v if vep-p, 
7r&)=v if v>p, 
al(v) = VI(v) if v Gp, 
a,a$j= v if pcvq. 
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Then Ts wJbl, and p +- 1 appears on each column of Qn in R(v+~). Further- 
more, R(P) and R(T#&) agree on V,. Next we show that if Z>p+ 1 then 1 
cannot appear on U, in R(~rr~Pa~). Assume on the contrary that (i, j, I)E 7r1Pu1 
such that lsi~p-pl, p+lbjbq and p+2&~r. Since p+l appears in each 
column of Q1 we can choose (p + v, i, p + 1) E ?r&~~ with v 3 1. Removing (E’, j i) 
from T and adding tj, j, I) together with (p + v, i, p + 1) we obtain a longer partial 
transversal, contradicting the maximality of ITI. So far we have proved that our 
lemma holds when n = 1. We proceed by induction on n. Suppose that I G t c r - p 
and our lemma holds when n = t. Let 7r and u be permutations atisfying the 
conditions of the lemma as applied to n = f. There is no loss in generality if we 
assume that both n and Q are identity permutations. Let us consider the 
(p + z + 1)st horizontal plane section of A. Let If be the matrix made up by the 
first f(p - p) and last (p-p) rows of this section. Since the last 9 - p columns of H 
are zero, H is covered by its first p columns. On the other hand at least 
(2 + l)(p - p) columns are required to cover H, and therefore (t + l)(p - p) G pX 
There exist 
t(p-p)<j,<j,<***<j,_,~p 
such that the jVth column of H has a nonzero entry for v = I, 2, . . . , p - p. Let 
%,,E Sp and a0 E S4 be such that 
9r&)= t(p-p)+v if l<vdp-p, 
7&)=v if v<t(p-p) or v>p, 
uO( v) = 9r0( v) if v G p, 
a,l.(v)=v if pCv<q. 
Then Ts q,Po, and p+ t+ 1 appears on each column of Qt+l in R(7r0P&. 
Furthermore, R(P) and R(woPoo) agree on Q1, Q2,. . . , Qf, Uo, V,, . . . , V,. It 
remains to show that if 1> p + t + 1 then I does not appear on V,,, in R(?T~P~J-~). 
Assume on the contrary that 2 > p + t + 1 and I appears at (iO, jO) on V,,, . Choose 
i1 such that p+ t+ 1 appears at (i1, iO) on Qp+l. We must have i1 G t(p- p) or 
it > p. Jf it s t(p - p) we choose t1 and iz :;uch that 
4tp-p)Cjl WI + l)(p-p) 
and p + tr + 1 appears at (iz, il) on Qt,+ 1. We must have i2 G tl(p - p) or i2 > p. We 
keep on choosing i,, iz, . . . until we get Q > p fca some A 3 1. At this stage (Fig. 2) 
we have 
&(p-p)Ciy~(tV+l)(p-p) for v=Ca,l,...,h-1. 
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We can now remove the points 
& lo9 49, (4, 4,4, . . . 9 (h-1, k-1, h-1) 
from T and replace them by 
Go, i0,0, (4, i0, P + to+ I), 
(iz, i,,p+tl+l), . . . ,(Q, iA_l,p+tA_l+l). 
Having done this, we end up with p + 1 distinct points of 7roPao, no two of them 
on a plane, contradicting :hat .A has term rank p. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a p x q x r matrix of plane term ravtk p, such that each of the 
horizontal plane sections of A has fuZZ term rank. Then p > m - ~6 where m = 
mifl {p, q,+ 
Prook. If p = min (9, q, r}, then p > m - 6. If 1 s p < min {p, q, 1,j> we may aliRume 
that p s q and aiii # 0 for i = I, 2, . . . , p. Letting n = r - p and applying Lemma 2 
we obtain (r-p)(y-p&p, (m-P)2Sp, (m-;1)2<m, m-p<& and p> 
m- m. $_ 
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Mm 1. Let A be a p x q x r nonnegative matrix of plane term rank p such that 
in each horizontal plane section of A no column sum exceeds any of the row sums, 
and the row sums are all positive. Then p > m - rrn, where m = min (p, q, r) = 
min (p, r). 
v 2. Let A be a three dimensional line stochastic matrix of order n and 
plane term rank p. Then p > n - Jn. 
ti@Mry 3 (Woolbright). Let A be a three dimensional line permutation matrix of 
order n and plane term rank p. Then p > n - rn. 
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